
Company: Credit Karma

Problem:  
Delays of at least 24 hours – and 
sometimes much longer – before 
identifying important business incidents.

Benefits of Using Anodot:  
With Anodot, Credit Karma now identifies 
several relevant and actionable incidents 
each day
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CREDIT KARMA 
ADOPTS THE ANODOT 
REAL-TIME 
BUSINESS INCIDENT 
DETECTION DOGMA
Credit Karma’s goal is to save Americans time and money. 
Through analysis of more than 50 million members’ 
finances, Credit Karma researches and recommends 
credit cards, loans and insurance based on each 
individual’s specific credit profile, drastically simplifying 
some of the most confusing and tedious yet important 
tasks in personal finance.
The company started by providing free credit scores to 
recreate the financial industry around people instead of 
banks. It continues to expand its completely free offerings 
including its Credit Score Simulator, credit monitoring 
and friendly, personalized information to help each 
person understand and make the most of their individual 
situation.

THE PROBLEM: THREE-DAY 
DELAY FOR BUSINESS INCIDENT DETECTION
As self-described “data nerds,” the Credit Karma team spends a lot of time crunching the data from its website and mobile 
apps, to ensure that its 50 million members are maximizing the use of its solution. All told, Credit Karma has hundreds of 
thousands of business and technical metrics to monitor to keep business running smoothly, and the multiple teams within 
Credit Karma have used various self-developed tools to accomplish this.

Yet the company had a delay of at least 24 hours – and sometimes much longer – before they could identify important 
business incidents. In one case described by Credit Karma’s Senior Product Manager Pedro Silva, the revenue for a specific 
page had decreased by 50% over the course of three days before the team was able to identify the issue, and then it took 
additional time to determine the root cause of the change, which was challenging to find (it turned out to be due to a tech-
nical update to the front end of the system, from several days earlier).
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“If the entire service were down, we would know pretty quickly, of course,” Silva explained, “but for errors impacting a spe-
cific page, offer, browser, platform or feature – all of which affect revenue and customer satisfaction – we would not know 
for at least a day or two using other analytics tools, and Anodot finds them right away.”

FINDING THE RIGHT SOLUTION: BUILD OR BUY? 
WHAT TO BUY?
Silva and the Credit Karma team sought a solution that would identify quickly when a metric increases or decreases, and 
then provide enough information to help identify the root cause, so that it can be resolved before business suffers and 
revenue is lost.

After testing multiple solutions and considering in-house development, Credit Karma selected Anodot for its business inci-
dent detection.

“To test Anodot, we streamed a subset of six months of historical data to see if Anodot would find the same anomalies we 
had found manually, and it did,” Silva said. “It was clear very quickly that Anodot provides a ton of value to both business 
and technical teams.”

Credit Karma had considered further developing their in-house solution to eliminate business incident detection latency, 
however they determined that it made more sense to use Anodot since it provided exactly the solution they needed in a user 
friendly interface, freeing their in-house data scientists to bring more value to the company.

Silva explained that the other analytics solutions they tested were not feasible for them: “The other solutions on the market 
require manual setting of thresholds for business incident detection, which is not scalable for a company like us, with the 
large number and complexity of metrics we need to track. Anodot sets itself apart with automatic anomaly detection, rather 
than manually setting thresholds. We also found the Anodot user interface to be more intuitive and easier to use than the 
other solutions we tried.”

In the selection process, Silva stressed that the proof-of-concept phase was straightforward and easy to implement with 
Anodot. “Anodot has been so easy to work with,” he remarked. “One of our engineers submitted a bug report and Anodot 
resolved it overnight. We have had a really pleasant experience setting the system up and getting everyone on board.”

Anodot sets itself apart with automatic anomaly detection, rather than manually setting 
thresholds. We also found the Anodot user interface to be more intuitive and easier to use 
than the other solutions we tried.

Pedro Silva, Credit Karma Senior Product Manager
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DISCOVERING BUSINESS INCIDENTS DAILY, RESOLVING 
THEM QUICKLY
Today, using Anodot, Credit Karma identifies several relevant and actionable incidents for Credit Karma each day, that is, 
issues that have a business or technical impact. Examples of such incidents that Anodot identified rapidly:

• An unusual number of “forgot password” requests to their site. The root cause was found to be white hat penetration 
testing by a hired outside team.

• One of the company’s affiliate offers was being displayed much more often than it should have been, a result of a tech-
nical change. The issue was identified by Anodot, and quickly fixed to be displayed the appropriate amount.

The benefit of using Anodot is that these types of incidents and many others are detected in real time, and can be dealt with 
quickly and appropriately.

LOOKING AHEAD: ANODOT FOR ALL
Three Credit Karma teams are currently relying on Anodot’s business incident detection:

• Revenue analytics team – to identify revenue anomalies to resolve in real time before they negatively impact revenue

• Technical analytics team – to identify technical errors as a type of quality assurance process after new service roll outs

• Marketing team – to analyze results on email and other marketing campaigns

The eventual goal is to roll out access to Anodot to all the teams in the company.


